
North49 Business Solutions Acquires eCommerce Solution for Sage Accpac

Vancouver, BC—April 2, 2009— North49 Business Solutions today announced the acquisition of the mBase 

eCommerce solution for Sage Accpac ERP. mBase is an established, highly regarded solution that enables customers 

to design and manage their own electronic storefronts, allowing them to accept and process online orders from 

both commercial and retail customers. 

The mBase electronic storefront can be completely customized to suit, with customizations provided by 

North49 or by a company’s internal IT staff. Two-way integration with Sage Accpac delivers up-to-date product 

pricing and customer data, thereby eliminating duplicate data entry and boosting accuracy. 

North49 recently launched Paytelligence, a powerful, easy-to-use credit card processing module for Sage 

Accpac. Businesses using Paytelligence in conjunction with mBase will benefit from a complete and secure 

eCommerce solution where customers can place orders and securely pay for those orders with a credit card. 

“The mBase online store solution is a natural complement to our Paytelligence product,” said Rob Eichhorn, 

principal owner of North49. “By combining these robust, easily implemented solutions, we are able to offer a 

turnkey eCommerce solution to Sage Accpac users, allowing them to boost their presence on the world wide web, 

capturing more business with less effort.” 

Current mBase customers will enjoy the benefit of a renewed product offering backed by a reputable and 

established firm. North49 is moving the entire mBase operation, including its employees, from the company’s base 

in Edmonton, Alberta to North49’s headquarters in Vancouver, British Columbia. 

North49 will be demonstrating the combined power of these solutions at Insights, Sage North America’s annual 

partner conference to be held May 11-14, 2009 in Nashville, Tennessee. Interested partners are invited to visit 

booth 459 to see mBase and Paytelligence in action.

mBase and Paytelligence are sold through Sage Accpac Authorized Partners. For pricing and availability, contact 

North49 Business Solutions at (604) 282-6000 or via e-mail at solutions@north49.com.

###

About North49 Business Solutions

North49 Business Solutions is an Authorized Partner and Development Partner for Sage North America, specializing 

in Sage Accpac ERP and SageCRM. The company’s development solutions include Paytelligence, an integrated 

credit card processing solution for Sage Accpac, and mBase a flexible eCommerce solution, also for Sage Accpac. 

Combining proven solutions, current industry standards, and vast industry experience with integrity, respect, and 

good judgment – North49 delivers business solutions that get results. Headquartered in beautiful Vancouver, British 

Columbia, North49 serves clients across Canada and the United States. Learn more at www.north49.com or by 

calling (604) 282-6000.
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